PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR

Thank you for choosing this fine product from Griot’s Garage. Your PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR is simple to operate and suitable for extracting engine oil, gear oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid, water, coolant and other liquids. It’s the cleanest way to extract fluids. Enjoy the best.

USEFUL INFORMATION

When using the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR to remove engine oil, make sure the vehicle is level. Some vehicles have oil filters that can only be accessed from under the engine. It may be necessary to replace the filter before removing the oil. Run a cold engine for approximately 5 minutes to warm the oil and allow sludge or contaminants to mix. If the engine is hot, allow enough time for the engine to cool to a warm condition. Extracting hot oil or liquids can melt or destroy the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR and may be hazardous and/or cause burns.

1. Remove the oil dipstick from the engine.
2. Insert the extracting tube into the dipstick hole until it reaches the bottom of the oil pan. Be careful not to force the tube any farther down into the oil pan than it will easily go. If the tube is jammed into the inside wall of the oil pan, oil will not be able to be extracted.
3. Connect the main suction tube into the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR. The main suction tube will connect to the extracting tube at the rubber fitting.
4. Connect your air supply hose to the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR. Squeeze the handle and secure it with the fixing ring. Fluid should start to flow from the engine. When all the oil has been extracted from the engine then release the fixing ring and disconnect the air supply hose. If the extractor is getting full, release the fixing ring and disconnect the air supply.
5. Remove the main suction tube from the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR and extraction tube from the engine.
6. To pour the oil from the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR, remove the blue aluminum cap. Please dispose of fluids in an appropriate manner.

CAUTION

Do not use the unit to extract or store dangerous chemicals, poisons, acids, alkalies or solvents. Flammable products (e.g. petrol, gasoline, diesel fuel, kerosene) may be extracted with this unit, but they must not be stored in it. Always use the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR in a well-ventilated area. Do not store the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR or suction tubes near or in areas of high temperatures, open flames, direct sunlight, in rain or snow. Do not drop, throw or mishandle the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR and do not dismantle, tamper with or adapt the unit for any other purpose than for what it was originally intended. Dispose of fluid in accordance with your local laws and regulations. Keep all oils and solvents out of the reach of children.

DISCLAIMER

Griot’s Garage is not responsible for any misuse of the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR for any injury or damage incurred to any person or object related to the PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR.

ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS

Should you want to order another PNEUMATIC FLUID EXTRACTOR, or for a complete selection of quality Griot’s Garage products please write, use the internet or call us toll-free. Reorder item number 10186.

Have fun in your garage!